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Abstract:
Oil and gas are among the most important energy sources in the world. The exploration and quantification of the
petroleum reserves is not an easy process. Valuable experts and professionals among the industry lead this process
to success. We now have proven reserves, but what comes next?
Petroleum production engineering is the discipline responsible for bringing the hydrocarbons from reservoir to
surface and prepares them for further processing. It starts with the selection, design, and installation of well completion and ends with the delivery of the useful product (oil and/or gas) to the customer. Between the two ends lie
a large number of engineering activities and operations.
Many of them are impossible to achieve without the proper knowledge of the reservoir rock proprieties and lithology. For example, reservoir rock strength has a big impact on the design and installation of the well tubing and
completion equipment. Along with the rock strength, rock permeability plays a huge role in how the well will be
completed. Whether it will produce through a simple open hole completion or a complex frack and pack completion
can even decide if a reservoir will be exploited.
Once we have a completion set-up, the rock still plays an important role. Few wells produce intermittently from
first oil to abandonment. Formation damage occurs over time and restricts production. Knowing the formation
proprieties is very important in preventing or mitigating theese damages.
On top of the examples enumerated above, the current presentation offers a broad perspective on the importance
of geology in the production process, while enumerating common industry practices.
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